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1. INTRODUCTION 
For proving results about local formally smooth morphisms U: A + B, 
the case dim A = dim B, is sometimes easier. If dim A < dim B the question 
arises to find a noetherian local A-algebra A” and a local A-morphism 
fi: A” -+ B such that 
(1) dimA”=dim B, 
(2) i7 formally smooth, 
(3) A” has a “good” structure; for example, it is a localization of a 
polynomial A-algebra. 
The purpose of our paper is to prove the following structure theorem: 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let u: A + B be a local, formally smooth morphism of 
noetherian local rings and k c K the residue field extension induced by u. 
Suppose that p := char k > 0 and that one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) K has a separate p-basis over k (i.e., a p-basis x = (x~)~~, such that 
K is separable over k(x), see (2.4)), or 
(ii) B is a complete ring. 
Then there exist a noetherian local A-algebra A” and a local A-morphism 
ii: A --f B such that 
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(1) ii is formally smooth, 
(2) dim A” = dim B, 
(3) A” is a filtered inductive limit of localizations of some polynomial 
A-algebras (each of them in a finite number of indeterminates). 
Moreover in case (i), we can choose A to be simply a localization of a 
polynomial A-algebra. 
If the residue field extension kc K is separable, the construction of A” 
and ii is well known and not difficult (see Lemma (3.7)). For example, if 
A = k is a field and B is a local, formally smooth, one dimensional k- 
algebra, i.e., a discrete valuation ring then if G: k[ T] + B is given by T-, t, 
t being a local parameter of B, we can take A := k[ T],-IC,,,. 
In the nonseparable case (but finite type extension case), the proof is dif- 
ficult enough even when B is a discrete valuation ring (see [6]). If K/k is 
not separable, K = k( Kp) and B is complete, the result was already obtained 
in [S] and, in fact, the proof of Theorem (1.1) uses the same methods. 
In Section 2 we give some preliminaries about field extensions of positive 
characteristic, some of them new (as Theorem (2.13)), others already 
known (Theorem (6.3) from [8] plays an important role in our construc- 
tion and for the sake of completeness we have included its proof in 
Theorem (2.20)). Next section contains the proof of Theorem (1.1). Here 
we get a different proof of Theorem (22.2.6) from [2] (see Corollary (3.6) 
which was suggested to us by Professor N. Radu to whom we owe thanks). 
As an application of Theorem (1.1) we obtain in the last section another 
proof of Theorem (7.3) from [8]. Throughout this paper, all rings are sup- 
posed to be commutative with identity, all fields are of positive charac- 
teristic and a local morphism U: A --* B is called unramified if the maximal 
ideal of A generates the maximal ideal of B. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF FIELD EXTENSIONS OF POSITIVE CHARACTERISTIC 
(2.1) For the beginning, we list some facts from the homology theory of 
commutative algebras, which can be found in [ 1 ] (see also [3] for the field 
case). Denote by H,(A, B, - ) the nth homology functor of an A-algebra B. 
It is defined on the category of B-modules and has its values in the same 
category. 
(2.1.1) H,(A, B, -)=O, n 3 1 for a polynomial A-algebra 
(2.1.2) H,(A, B, -)=QB,A Oe -, where QBIA denotes the B-module 
of (absolute) differentials of the A-algebra B. 
(2.1.3) If B= A/I, where Zc A is an ideal, then H,(A, B, -)= 
I/S OS -. 
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(2.1.4) All functors H,,(A, B, -) commute-in the second variable 
B-with filtered inductive limits, are stable under localisations and, if B is 
flat over A, are also stable under base change. 
(2.1.5) If A + B+ C are ring morphisms, and WE Mod C, there 
exists a natural long exact sequence of C-modules, called the 
Jacobi-Zariski sequence 
..’ -H,(A, B, W)-+H,(A,C, W)+H,(B,C, W)42,, Og W 
+%,,A Qc W+Qtz,,Qc w-+0 
which prolongates the classical exact sequence of the modules of differen- 
tials. 
(2.1.6) In low dimensions, vanishing of these functors characterises 
important properties of ring morphisms. For example: 
(i) If B is a finitely presented A-algebra, then B is smooth over A, 
iff H,(A, B, - ) = 0 (the jacobian criterion of smoothness). 
(ii) If U: A -+ B is a local flat morphism of noetherian local rings, 
then B is formally smooth over A iff H,(A, B, K) = 0, where K 
denotes the residue field of B (the jacobian criterion of formal 
smoothness). 
(iii) If U: A + B is a flat morphism of noetherian rings, then u is 
regular, (i.e., all fibers of u are formally smooth) iff 
H,(A, B, - ) = 0 (Andre’s theorem [ 11). 
(2.1.7) If kc K are fields, then H,(k, K, -) =0 for n 2 2 and 
H,(k, K, - ) = H,(k, K, K) OK -. Writing rKlk instead H,(k, K, K) as in 
[3] (39.A), the Jacobi-Zariski sequence (2.1.5) associated to kc L c K and 
W= K becomes: 
(2.1.8) An extension of fields k c K is separable iff r,,, = 0. 
(2.2) Let kc K be an arbitrarily given extension of characteristic 
p>O. Recall that a family x= (xi)iEI of elements from K is p-free over k 
(resp. is a p-basis of K over k) iff the family of differentials 
dK/k(X) = (dK/k(xi))irzI is linearly independent in 52,, over K (resp. is a 
basis of Q,, over K) cf. [3, Theorem 861. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. In the above notations, let x = (xi)iel be a family of 
elements from K, p-free over k, and L = k(x). The following statements hold: 
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(i) x is a p-basis of L over k, 
(ii) the sequence 0 + rLlk QL K + rKlk -+ rKIL -+ 0 is exact, 
(iii) if k c K is separable, then L c K is separable, 
(iv) if x is a p-basis of K over k, then K is an unramified extension of 
L, i.e., QKiL = 0, 
(v) zif K is a finite type extension of k and x is a p-basis of K over k 
then L c K is a finite separable extension. 
Proof. (i) The family of differentials d,,(x) generates QnL,k over L and 
~r~,~,~ from (2.1.7) maps it on d,,(x) which is linearly independent in QK,, 
over K. Thus d,,,(x) is linearly independent over L. 
(ii) follows from (2.1.7), mKILIk being injective; cf. (2.2). 
(iii) is a consequence of (ii) and (2.1.8). 
(iv) if x is a p-basis of K over k, then UK/L/k is an isomorphism by 
(2.2) and then C?,, = 0. 
(v) K being a finite type extension of L, Q,, = 0 means exactly that 
K is finite and separable over L; cf. [3, Theorem 591. 
(2.3.1) Remark. In zero characteristic case, QK,L = 0 iff L c K is 
algebraic. 
If the caracteristic is p > 0, then Sz,, = 0 means only K = L(Kp) and if K 
is not finitely generated over L, this not involves necessarily the 
separability of K over L. For example, take L a nonperfect field and 
K= L”-I. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. In the notations of (2.3), we say that x is a separate 
p-basis of K over k if x is a p-basis of K over k and K is separable over 
L = k(x). K is a separate extension of k if K has a separate p-basis over k 
(we shall see in Theorem (2.13) that if there exists one then any is 
separate). 
(2.4.1) Remark. There exist field extensions without separate p-bases. Let 
k. be a perfect field, T a variable, k= k,(T) and K := kP-” = 
k,( T, Tp-’ ,..., Tp-” ,.,. ). Then Q Klk = 0 and thus the empty set is the unique p- 
basis of K over k, but K is not separable over k. Note that rank r,,, = 1. 
In the following, we shall consider only field extensions k c K of positive 
characteristic p, with rank &k < cc. Our particular interest in the study of 
such extensions is motivated by the rest. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION [2, Theorem 22.2.21. Let u: A -+ B be a local, formally 
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smooth morphism of noetherian local rings and k c K the residue field exten- 
sion induced by u. Then 
rank rKlk 6 dim B - dim A 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let L c K, L c E be two field extensions. Suppose that 
r : = rank I,,, < co. Then 
rank rEcKjIE 6 r. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let LC K be an unramifiied extension such that 
r := rank I,,, < co and EC Lpem a field extension of L. Then 
rank rEcKJIE = r. 
Proof: By Lemma (2.6) we have 
rank rEcKJIE < r. 
First, suppose that L c E is finite. Then there exists a positive integer s such 
that E c L, := Lp-*. Using again the above Lemma we get 
rank rLscKjIL, 6 rank rEcKJIE. d r. 
Since the extensions L,s c L,Y(K), L c L(K@) are isomorphic and K= L(Kp) 
by hypothesis, it follows 
rank JIL,cK,IL, = r, 
which is enough. 
If L c E is not finite then express E as a filtered inductive union of finite 
field extensions over L and apply (2.1.4). 1 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let k c K be afield extension with r := rank I,,, < CC and 
CLi)iEl a family of subfields of L, all containing k, filtered inductively by 
inclusion and such that Uis, Li = L. Then there exists i, E I such that rank 
r L,,k = r for i k i, 
Proof: By (2.1.7) rLdk 0 L, K + IKlk are injective morphisms and by 
(2.1.4) r,,=hr,,,, oL, K. 1 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let kc L be a field extension generated by one of its p- 
bases x. Then there exist a finite subset x’ c x such that xix’ forms an 
algebraically independent system over k(x’). 
Proof: For every finite subset JC I we put L, := k(xi)i,/. Clearly, 
L = UJ LJ and the union is filtered inductively by inclusion. Lemma (2.8) 
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assures the existence of a finite subset Jo c I such that for F= L,, 
rank rFlk = rank rLlk. In the Jacobi-Zariski sequence 
0 + rF,k 0 FL -+ rL,k 4 rL/F + Q,, 0 F L aLIF1k + QL/k 
written for k c F c L, the first map is bijective and the last one is injective. 
It results rLjF= 0, i.e., L is separable over F. Take x’ = (xi)itJO. Since 
X ” := x\x’ is a p-basis of L over k(x’) it follows that x” is algebraically 
independent over k(x’) (see [3, Theorem 891. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let k c K be a field extension with rank rKlk < 00. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) k c K is separate (see Definition (2.4)), 
(ii) there exists a finite type extension F of k, contained in K such that 
K is separable over F, 
(iii) there exists a finite type extension F of k, contained in K and 
generated over k by one of its p-bases, such that K is separable over F. 
Proof (ii) =j (iii). Let k c F be a finite type field subextension of kc K 
such that F c K is separable. Let x be a (finite) p-basis of F over k and 
F= k(x). By (2.3)(v), FcF is (finite) separable and thus Fc K is 
separable. 
(i) j (ii) Let x = (x~);~, be a separate p-basis of K over k and L = k(x). 
We have rank rLlk < cc and rLlk OL K + rKlk is injective. By Lemma (2.9) 
there exists a finite subset x’ c x such that k(x) c L is separable. But L c K 
is separable and so K is separable over F := k(x’), too. 
(iii) * (i) Suppose given the field extension kc Fc K, the first of finite 
type, the second separable and y = ( yl)it, a (finite) p-basis of F over k such 
that F= k(y). Let z = (z~)~,, be a p-basis of K over F and L = k( y, z). 
By (2.3) (iii) and (iv), L c K is separable and Q,, = 0. Thus 
QL,/~ QL K= Q,, which shows that a p-basis of L over k is a p-basis of K 
over k, too. From the exact sequence 
O+Q,, QFL+~,,,~Q,,,+o 
we deduce that y u z is a p-basis of L over k. 1 
(2.11) LEMMA. Let k c L be a field extension generated by one of its p- 
bases x. Then there exist a finite extension k’ of k, k’ c kp-= and a subset 
Icx such that: 
(i) K is algebraically independent over k’, 
(ii) k’(Z) c k'(L) is finite separable. 
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Proof: By Lemma (2.9) there exists a finite subset X’C x such that 
x” := x\x’ forms an algebraically independent system over F := k(x’). 
Using [4, (39.10)] there exists a finite field extension k’ of k, k’ c kP-= such 
that k’(F) is separable over k’. We can choose a subset 1’ c x’ which forms 
a p-basis in k’(F) over k’. Then k’(2) c k’(F) is finite separable by (2.3)(v) 
and so we get (ii) for I := 1’ u x”. By [3, Theorem 891 the system 2’ is 
algebraically independent over k and thus (i) holds from above. fl 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let kc K be a field extension such that rank 
FKlk < CO, Ki := k(KP’) and n a positive integer such that t := rank FKJk is 
constant for i 2 n. Then every p-basis x of K over k holds 
rank rK,+, = t. 
Proof Fix a p-basis x. By Lemma (2.11) there exist a finite field exten- 
sion k c k’, k’ c kPem and a subset Kc x such that 
(1) P is algebraically independent over k’, 
(2) k’(2) c k’(x) is finite separable. 
Choose a positive integer s 3 n such that k’c k, := kP-‘. By (2) and 
(2.3)(iv) the extensions k,Jl) c k,(x), k,(x) c k,(K) are unramified and so 
k,(Z) c k,(K) is too. Thus 2 is a p-base of k,(K) over k, and it follows 
rank rk,~~~lk,~3~ = rank rk,c~jlk, = rank %k = t 
by (2.3)(ii), the extensions k, c k,(K), k c KS - being isomorphic. Using the 
following exact sequence 
we get 
rank rk,(K)lk,(x) = t 
by (2). Since L := k(x) c K is an unramified extension the result is a con- 
sequence of Lemma (2.7) applied for E := k,(x). m 
(2.13) THEOREM. Let k c K be a field extension with rank rKlk < co. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a separate p-basis of K over k (i.e., k c K is separate), 
(ii) there exists a finite type field extension F of k, contained in K 
such that K is separable over F, 
(iii) there exists a finite field extension E of k, E c kP-= such that 
E c E(K) is separable, 
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(iv) there exists a positive integer s such that kp-’ c kP-“(K) is 
separable. 
(v) every p-basis of K over k is separate. 
Proof (i) 3 (ii) follows from Proposition (2.10). 
(ii) 3 (iii) By [4, (39.10)] there exists a finite field extension E of k, 
E c kP-m such that E c E(F) is separable. Since F c K is separable we get 
E c E(K) separable too. 
(iii) =z. (iv) and (v) = (i) are trivial. 
(iv) * (v) follows from Proposition (2.12) because 
for all i 3 s (see Lemma (2.6)). 1 
(2.14) PROPOSITION. Let k c K be a field extension, with rank FKlk < co. 
Then there exist some subfields E c F c k such that 
(1) E c K is a separable extension, 
(2) E c F is a finite type and purely transcendental extension, 
(3) PC k is an etale extension, i.e., is separable and Qnk,r= 0. 
Proof Let (ei)lG, be a p-basis of k over its prime subfield k, and 
the Jacobi-Zariski sequence written for k, c k c K, where Q,, Sz,, and UK/k 
stand for aklkoY QK,k,,, and @,%+lk,,, respectively. 
Since rank rK,k is finite, there exists a finite subset Jc Z such that the 
image of rK,k in Q2, Ok K is contained in the subspace generated by 
(dk(e;)@ l)i,,. We put E=kO(ei);st\J and F=ko(ei)iGt. 
Since k0 c k is separable, (ei)ic, is algebraically free over k,, cf. 
[3, Theorem 891 and thus, F= E(ei)i,J is of finite type and purely trans- 
cedental over E. In the Jacobi-Zariski sequence 
0 + rKiE -+ Q, Q K aK’E + Sz, 
E 
written for k, c E c K, txKIE is injective by construction and then rKIE = 0, 
i.e., K is separable over E. Finally, (3) is a consequence of (2.3) (iii) and 
(iv). I 
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(2.15) The last part of the section is devoted to those extensions kc K 
which are not separate, (see Remark (2.4.1)). As we shall see in the 
following, such an extension contains a field F such that: 
(1) K/F is separable, 
(2) F is a filtered inductive limit of finite type extensions of k, each of 
them being generated over k by one of its p-bases (cf. (2.10)). 
We need some preparations. 
Let p > 1 be an integer and I an arbitrarily given set. For every integer 
r>O let /1,(Z) be the set of those multiindexes A= (%r)rE,~ IV’ with finite 
support such that 0 6 ilj <pr, i E Z. If r = 1 we put n(Z) instead n ,(I). The 
addition of multiindexes and the multiplication of a multiindex with a non- 
negative integer are defined componentwise. 
Let x = (x,),~ I be a family of elements from a ring and 2 E n,(Z). We put 
xi. is well defined, because 2 has finite support. 
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. For every extension K of k and all 
integers r 2 0, we put K, = k(KPr). Clearly: k c . . . c K, c K,+ , c . . . c 
K,cK,=K. 
First, note the following simple: 
(2.16) LEMMA. Suppose given a field extension k c K of positive charac- 
teristic p > 0, with t = rank rKlk < 00 and x = (x~)~~, a family of elements 
from k. Then. 
(i) Zf x (viewed in K) remains p-free overKP and it is a maximal 
family in k with th IS property, then there exist y = (y, ,..., yl) from k such that 
x u y is a p-basis of k over kP (i.e., over its prime subfield). 
(ii) Conversely, tf x remains p-free in K over Kp and there exist 
y = (y, ,..., y,) from k such that x u y is a p-basis of k over kP then x is a 
maximal family in k with the above property. 
(2.17) LEMMA. Let kc Ec K be fields of characteristic p>O, with 
t = rank ZKlk < cc and x = (x~)~~[, y = ( y , ,..., y,) be some elements from k 
such that: 
(1) x is p-free over Kp, 
(2) x v y is a p-basis of k over kP. 
Then, for every integer r > 0, the following statements are equivalent. 
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(i) rank rEJI = t, 0 < i< Y (Ei := k(EP’) see (2.9)), 
(ii) there exists an unique fumify z = (zJ, 1 <u< t, I E /i,(Z) of 
elements from E, with finite support, such that 
y,= 1 z;; xi, l<u<t. (2.17.1) 
AtA, 
Proof. (i)* (ii) The hypotheses and the lemma (2.16) with E,_ , 
instead K show that x is maximal among the families from k which remain 
p-free over Ef- I ; consequently yU E E;- r(x), 1 Q u < t. But k = kP’-‘(x, y) 
and so we get E;- ,(x) = Ep’( yp, x). Then y, E Ep’( yp, x), 1 < u < t and step 
by step it results that y, E Ep’(x), 1 < u < t. 
(ii)*(i) For every i we have the exact sequence 
By hypothesis dk(x) u dk( y) is a basis of Qk over k, and dE,(x) is linearly 
independent in C?,. The relations (2.17.1) show that dE,( y) depends linearly 
on dE,(x) for every 0 < i < r. Now it is easy to see that rank ZE,,k = t for all 
O<i<r. 1 
(2.18) COROLLARY. Zf (i) from Lemma (2.17) holds and in addition 
rank E, rE,,k = t, then in (2.17.1) we have zuA:~ Ep(x) for all u, 1 
Proof. The hypotheses implies the existence of an unique family (z:,,), 
1 6 u < t, 1’ E A, + r(Z) of elements from E such that 
Yu = c z:;t . XL’, 1 < l,l < t 
%‘EA,+,(/) 
But every A’ E /i,+ r(Z) can be expressed in an unique way as iz’ =p’& + 1 




Yn= c c z$ xc xi, 
%E A,(I) I.tn;l’=p’&+;. 
We deduce 
zldi. = c z-;~, xc E Ep(x) 
cEA:1’=p’c+i. 
by the uniqueness of (z,,). 1 
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(2.19) LEMMA. Let k c K be fields of characteristic p > 0 with 
t = rank r,,, < 00 and r >O an integer. Suppose rank rK,,,+ = t, O< i< r. 
Then there exists a subfield PC K, finite type extension of k such that. 
F E(i) ifEcK’ 
1s an extension of k, then rank r,,, = t, 0 < i < r iff 
= 3 
(ii) every p-basis of F over k generates F over k. 
Proof: Let x = (x~)~~, be a maximal family from k which remains p-free 
over Kp. Using (2.16)(i) there exist y = (y, ,..., y,) from k such that x u y is a 
p-basis of k over kP. By (2.17) there exist z= (z,,), 1 & ud t, LEA,(Z) in K 
with finite support such that (2.17.1) holds. We put F := k(z). Then (i) is a 
consequence of the same lemma (2.17). 
Now let w = (wj)jEJ a (finite) p-basis of F over k and L = k(w). Since F is 
a finite type extension of k, L c F is finite and separable by (2.3)(v). 
Moreover Fj := k( Fp’) is finite and separable over Li := k(LP’) for every i 
and so rank rLdk = rank rF,lk = t for 0 d i < r. Then Fc L by (i) and thus 
F=L. 1 
(2.19.1) Remark. It could be interesting to study the structure of an 
extension k c F satisfying (ii). 
(2.20) THEOREM [8]. Let kc K be a field extension of characteristic 
p>O with t=rank rKlk < 00. Suppose that for every n E N rank rKJp = t, 
where K, = k(K@‘). Then there exists an ascending chain of subfields of K, all 
containing k, 
F, cF,c ‘.. cFnc ..’ 
such that for every positive integer n: 
(1) F,, is a finite type field extension of k and rank rFtilk = t, 
(2) every p-basis of F,, over k, generates F,, over k, 
(3) FncWf:.,). 
Moreover, if F = U n E N F”, then: 
(i) F= k(p) and rank r,,, = t, 
(ii) K is a separable xtension of F. 
Proof For every n E N let F,, be the field defined in (2.19) for r = n. 
Then F, satisfies (1) and (2). Corollary (2.18) implies (3). F= k(FP) is a 
consequence of (3) and r,,, N Q rFnlk 0 Fm F implies rank r,,, = t. In the 
Jacobi-Zariski sequence written for k c Fc K 
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the first morphism is an isomorphism and O,, = 0 because F= k(P). Then 
rKiF = 0 i.e. F c K is separable. m 
(2.20.1) Remark. The hypothesis of the above Theorem are fulfilled, for 
example, in the case K = k( Kp), i.e., when Q,, = 0. 
3. CONSTRUCTIONS OF SOME FORMALLY SMOOTH ALGEBRAS 
The following lemma is an easy extension of [8, Lemma (7.1)]. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let A -+’ S --No B be two local morphisms of noetherian 
local rings, k c F c K the residue field extensions induced by v, w and m, q, n 
the maximal ideals of A, S, B, respectively. Assume that. 
(1) the composed map WV is formally smooth, 
(2) SJmS is regular, 
(3) dim S = dim A + rank rFlk (the rank is finite, because rank 
rFlk d rank rKik f dim B - dim A by (2.5)). 
Then w is a flat morphism and B/w(q) B is a regular ring. 
Proof. By [3, (20.G)] it is sufficient to prove that the morphism 
W: S/mS -+ B/mB obtained by base change is flat. Consequently we can 
suppose A = k and so both rings B and S are regular. By [2, (17.3.3)] it is 
enough to show that the canonical map 
$1 q/q2 @ K -+ n/n’ 
is injective. We consider the following commutative diagram: 
0 
ff,(k X K) - rFlk 0 F K---L q/q2 QFK 
I Y i IL 
ffl(k, 4 K) - r P Klk b n/n2 
The upper (resp. bottom) row is a part of the Jacobi-Zariski sequence writ- 
ten for kc S + F (resp. k + B + K). By jacobian criterion of formal 
smoothness we have H,(k, B, K) = 0 and so p is injective. Further pv is 
injective hence I is injective too. Moreover I is an isomorphism because 
rank q/q2 = dim S = rank rF,k. So II/ is injective. 1 
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(3.2) THEOREM. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring, k its residue fieZd 
and kc K, KC E two field extensions, the first one being separate with 
r := rank rKlk < co. Then there exist a noetherian local ring (2, ti) and a 
local morphism v: A -+ 2 such that: 
t 
k K(i) h 
e residue field extension k c K induced by v is a subextension of 
c 2 
(ii) E c K is separable, 
(iii) dimA”=dimA+r, 
(iv) A’ is a localization of a polynomial A-algebra in a finite number of 
variables. 
Moreover, if (B, n) is a noetherian local ring and u: A + B is a formally 
smooth, local morphism inducing the composed extension k c E as residue 
field extension then, there exists a local flat morphism ii: A” -+ B such that 
B/ii(e) B is a regular ring and u = iiv. 
Proof Let K/k be a finite type field subextension of K/k which is 
generated by one of its p-basis X = (X,,..., X,) and such that K/K is 
separable (see Proposition (2.10)). From the following exact sequence 
we get r = rank rR,/k. Denote R = A[X], X= (X, ,..., X,) and let w: R -+ K 
be the unique morphism lifting the composed morphism A + k + K and 
maps Xi to Xi. Denote p := Ker u’, 2 := R,, rir :=pA” and let w’: A” + K be 
the morphism induced by w under localization. Clearly ,? is a noetherian 
local ring with residue field E, and d/md is a localization of a polynomial 
algebra over k, thus regular. 
By dimension formula [3, Theorem 23)] we get 
dimA”=htp=dimA+JJ(-trdeg,E, 
where (JI denotes the cardinal of J. On the other hand, by (2.3)(i), 
jJ/ = rank a~,/,. The Cartier equality ([3, Theorem 92)] gives 
tr deg, R = rank 52~~ - rank r,,, = 1 JI - r. 
Consequently, 
dim A” = dim A + r. 
Given (B, n), U, let x = (x1 ,..., x,) be a lifting of X in B. Let 17: A” + B be 
the lifting of w’ given by X-*x. By Lemma (3.1) w is flat and B/k(m) B is 
regular. 
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(3.3) COROLLARY. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring, k its residue 
field and k c K, KC E two field extensions. Suppose rank rKlk < CO. Then 
there exists a noetherian local ring (S, q) and a local morphism V: A + S such 
that 
(i) the residue field extension k c L induced by v is a subextension of 
k c K, 
(ii) K/L is unramified, 
(iii) dim S = dim A + rank rLlk, 
(iv) S is a filtered inductive limit qf localizations of polynomial 
A-algebras. 
Moreover, if (B, n) is a noetherian local ring and u: A -+ B is a formally 
smooth, local morphism inducing the composed extension k c E as residue 
field extension then, there exists a local flat morphism u’: S -+ B such that 
B/u’(q) B is a regular ring and u = U’V. 
Proof. Let Z be a p-basis of K/k and L = k(z). Then L c K is unramified 
and r := rank rLlk < co (see 2.3 (iv), (ii)). Applying the above Theorem for 
k c L c K there exist a noetherian local ring (3, 4) and a local morphism 
fi: A + 3 such that 
(1) the residue field extension k c l, induced by v, is a subextension 
of k c L, 
(2) z c L is separable, 
(3) dimg=dimA+r, 
(4) S is a localization of a polynomial A-algebra in a finite number 
of variables, 
(5) given u, B there exists a flat local morphism W: 3 -+ B such that 
B/w(q) B is a regular ring and u = WV”. 
Let X = (Xi)is, 
s := mlqs[x, 
be a p-basis of L/z, X= (Xi)ie, some variables, 
and q := qS. Then S is the filtered inductive limit of 
localizations of 
{S[XJ]IXJ=(X,),,,,JcZfinite subset}. 
Clearly dim S = dim 3. 
Given (B, n), u, let x be a lifting of X in B. The map u’: S -+ B, X-+x 
induced by w is well defined because X is algebraically independent over L 
(see [3, Theorem 891). By [3, (20.G)] u’ is flat (w was already flat). Since 
q := qS we are ready by 5). 1 
The following lemma is inspired by [S, Lemma (7.2)]. 
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(3.4) LEMMA. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring, k its residue field 
and K/k an unramlyied field extension such that r := rank rKlk < CO. Then 
there exists a noetherian local ring (A”, 61) and a local morphism v: A ---) A” 
such that: 
t 
k K(i) h 
e residue field extension k c x induced by v is a subextension of 
= 5 
(ii) 13~ K is separable, 
(iii) dimA=dimA+r, 
(iv) 2 is a filtered inductive limit of localizations of some polynomial 
A-algebras. 
Proof Let 
k c F1 c . . ’ c F,, c . . . 
be the chain of subtields of K given by Theorem (2.20) (see also (2.20.1). 
Thus for every n E N we have 
(1) F,, is a finite type field extension of k and rank rFslk = r, 
(2) every p-basis of F, over k generates F,, over k, 
(3) Fnck(Ff:+,). 
Moreover R:= IJnE N F,, satisfies 
(4) rank r~,~ = r and E= k(&‘), 
(5) Kc K is separable. 
Applying Corollary (3.3) to kc F,, c K we get some noetherian local 
rings (S,, qH), n E N and some local morphisms v, : A -+ S,, n E N such that 
for every n E N: 
(6) the residue field extension k c Fn induced by v, is a subextension 
of kcF,,, 
(7) Fn c F,, is unramitied, 
(8) dim S, = dim A + rank f F,,~, 
(9) S, is a localization of a polynomial A-algebra, 
(10) given a noetherian local ring C, + I and a formally smooth, local 
morphism u,+~:A+C,+~ inducing the extension k c F,, + r as residue field 
extension then, there exists a flat local morphism uk + r : S, + C, + , such 
that C/u; + l(q,,) C is regular and u, + r = u; + , u,. 
Since kc F, is of finite type we get p,, c F,, finite separable from (7) see 
(2.3)(v). Then every p-basis of Fn over k is still a p-basis in F, over k and 
by (2) we get p,, = F,,. Clearly (u,) are formally smooth by (9). Applying 
(10) for Cnfl :=S”+,,u,+r :=v,+r we get a flat local morphism 
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w,: S, + S, + r such that S,, Jw,,(q,J S, + I is regular and u, + I = w,u,. 
Then wn(qn) & + 1 is a prime ideal of height dim S,. Since 
dim S, = dim A + r = constant 
we get 
4 IIf1 = Wn(4n) sn + 1. 
Then the filtered inductive limit (II, A) of (II,, S,, w,) is a noetherian local 
ring of dimension dim A + r and G := q,,A is its maximal ideal. 1 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring, k its residue field 
and K/k a field extension such that r := rank rKlk < CO. Then there exists a 
noetherian local ring (2, 61) and a local morphism v: A --) ,? such that: 
k K(i) th 
e residue field extension k c K induced by v is a subextension of 
= 7 
(ii) KC K is separable, 
(iii) dim A” = dim A + r, 
(iv) A” is a filtered inductive limit of tocalizations of some polynomial 
A-algebras. 
Moreover, if (B, n) is a noetherian complete local ring and U: A + B is a 
formally smooth, local morphism inducing k c K as residue field extension 
then, there exists a flat local morphism ii: A” + B such that B/i?(m) B is a 
regular ring and u = riu. 
Proof. Let (S, q), u’: A + S be given by Corollary (3.3). Then we have 
( 1) (S, q) noetherian local, 
(2) the residue field extension k c L induced by V’ is a subextension 
of k c K, 
(3) L c K is unramified, 
(4) dim S = dim A + rank rLlk, 
(5) S is a filtered inductive limit of localizations of polynomial 
A-algebras. 
Now applying the above Lemma for the case (S, q), K/L there exist a 
noetherian local ring (2, fi) and a local morphism 5: S + A’ such that: 
(6) the residue field extension L c K induced by u is a subextension 
of L c K, 
(7) Kc K is separable, 
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(8) dimA”=dimS+rankI’,,,, 
(9) A” is a filtered inductive limit of localizations of some polynomial 
A-algebras. 
Clearly (A”, fi), u := du’ satisfy (i)-(iv) from above. The map v is formally 
smooth because it is a filtered inductive limit of formally smooth maps (II,). 
As B is a complete local ring, the inclusion Kc K can be lifted to a local 
morphism ii: A” + B such that 1.4 =120. Note that A”/mA” is regular because v 
is formally smooth and so k @A u is too. Applying Lemma (3.1) for u, ii we 
get ii flat and B/ii(m) B regular. 1 
(3.6) COROLLARY [2, (22.2.6)]. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring, k 
its residue field and Kfk a field extension such that r:= rank rKik < 00. Then 
there exists a formally smooth noetherian complete local A-algebra (B, n) 
such that 
(i) nImB and B/n5:K over k, 
(ii) dim B=dim A+r. 
Proof By Theorem (3.5) there exists a formally smooth noetherian 
local A-algebra (A”, 6~) such that 
(1) 61 ~rna and the residue field extension k c R induced by A + A” 
is a subextension of kc K, 
(2) I?c K is separable, 
(3) dima=dim A+r. 
Let (B, n) be the Cohen J-algebra of residue field K, i.e., the unique (up to 
an a-isomorphism) formally smooth noetherian complete local A-algebra 
(B, n) satisfying dim B = dim A” and B/n N K as E-algebras. Clearly (B, n) 
works. 1 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let u: A + B be a flat local morphism of noetherian local 
rings. Let m, n be the maximal ideals and k, K the residue fields of A, B, 
respectively. Assume that BfmB is regular. Then there exist a noetherian 
local A-algebra (A”, m) and a local A-morphism ii: A” + B such that: 
(1) A’ is a localization of a polynomial A-algebra, 
(2) m 3 mA”, I? is flat and unramt>ed (in particular dim A’ = dim B). 
If K is separable over k then ii is formally smooth. 
Proof: Let x = (x1 ,..., x,) be some elements from n which form modulo 
mB a regular system of parameters on B/mB. Denote 
R:= A[X], X= (X ,,..., X,) and let u: R --, B be the A-morphism given by 
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x-+ X. Put p:= a-‘(n), A”:= R,, KI =pA” and let ii: 2 --f B the map induced 
by localization from 0. Note that p n A = m and so p is exactly the ideal 
generated in A” by m, X. Then @‘I N k and ii is unramified. Flatness of C is 
now a consequence of [3, (20.G) and Theorem 81). The last statement 
follows from [2, (19.7.1)]. 
(3.8) Proof of Theorem (1.1). When k c K is separate we apply Theorem 
(3.2) and so we find a noetherian local ring (A’, m’) and two local 
morphisms u’: A + A’, u’: A’ -+ B such that: 
(1) the residue field extension k’ c K induced by U’ is separable, 
(2) dimA’=dimA+rankr,,,, 
(3) A’ is a localization of a polynomial A-algebra, 
(4) U’ is flat, u = U’U’ and B/u’(m’) B is a regular ring. 
Applying Lemma (3.7) for u’: A’ + B we finish this case. 
Now suppose B complete. By Theorem (3.5) there exist a noetherian 
local ring (A’, m’) and two local morphisms u’: A + A’, u’: A’ + B such 
that: 
(5) A’ is a filtered inductive limit of polynomial A-algebras, 
(6) it holds (1) (2), and (4). 
Applying Lemma (3.7) like above for u’, we are ready. 1 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Trying to extend N&on desingularization for arbitrary regular 
morphisms we see [S, Sect. S] that is enough to prove the following: 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let u: A -+ A’ be a local, formally smooth morphism of 
noetherian local rings. Suppose given the commutative diagram 
where B is a finite type A-algebra. Let b c B be the ideal defining the 
singular locus of B over A (i.e., B is smooth over A in q E Spec B iff q zb b). 
Suppose that f(b) A’ is a m’-primary ideal, where m’ denotes the maximal 
ideal of A’. Then the above diagram can be embedded into a larger one: 
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in which B’ is a standard smooth A-algebra. 
Proof When dim A = dim A’ then the residue field extension induced 
by u is separable and the above theorem is a consequence of 
[7, Theorem (5.2)]. Otherwise, by Theorem (1.1) there exist a noetherian 
local A-algebra 2 with the same dimension as A’, which is a filtered induc- 
tive limit of localizations of polynomial A-algebras, and a formally smooth 
A-morphism il: 2 + A’ where A’ denotes the completion of A’. Then there 
exist a standard smooth A” algebra B’ and a commutative diagram: 
where B = B OA A” and 7: B -+ A’ is given canonically by H and the com- 
posed morphism B -J A’ + A’. 
Since 2 is a filtered inductive limit of standard smooth A-algebras we 
can find a standard smooth A-algebra B’ and a commutative diagram: 
This ends our proof using [S, Lemma (7.3.2)]. B 
(4.2) Remark. The above proof lead to an easier proof for the [S]. 
Desingularization Theorem which does not need Lemma (7.4) and 
Proposition (9.4) (and so (8, Sects. 9, lo)]. 
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